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INTRODUCTION

According to Lee (1971), during the past years, most research in
the areas of language development has been concerned with the study of
normal children.
ogists,

Nation (1972) reported that educators, speech pathol

linguists, psychologists, and others have analyzed the structure

of language, the development of language and the functions of language
in human behavior.

In the past, according to Nation, each discipline

has tended to move in a particular direction without becoming aware of
the research being done in other disciplines.

Presently an increasing

number of psycholinguists have been making use of the information from
other disciplines, thus providing greater insight into the language pro
cess.
Review of the Literature
Definitions of Language
According to The World Book Dictionary (1970),
speech, spoken or written" (p. 1168).

language is "human

Nation (1972) believed that War-

fel's linguistic definition is the most meaningful.

According to Nation,

Warfel thought that language consisted of non-instinctive, voluntary, sym
bol-carrying vocal sounds by which communication is carried on between
persons.

Nation went on to state that Gray and Wise did not believe the

communication process was complete until the sender is also aware of the

receiver’s response.

Nation says, "Language is very important in ad

justment, thought, reasoning, imagination, memory, and learning as well
as in the development of many other skills" (p. 27).
Eisenson, Auer, and Irvin (1963) defined speech (language) as:
A medium that employs an oral linguistic code
that enables one human being to express feel
ings and to communicate thought to another
human being.
In a broader sense, speech may
be considered the end product of all that
takes place covertly and overtly when an in
dividual uses sounds, word forms, or words for
expressing himself, for relating to someone, or
for communicating with someone.
(p. 6)
How Children Learn Language
Some recent research (Lee,

1971; Monaco & Zaslow,

1969; Nation,

1972) has been aimed in the direction of how a child learns language.
If the above definitions are accepted, then research indicates that
language is learned in three ways: phonologically, semantically, and
syntactically (Monaco &, Zaslow,

1969; Nation,

1972),

Since speech

pathologists use these three ways when teaching language to atypical
children,
tures.

it is important to know how normal children learn these struc

Therefore, a theoretical framework is necessary to explain and

understand what language is and how it is learned (Nation,

1972).

Monaco and Zaslow (1969) stated that "these three aspects are in
terrelated.

However, by describing them separately the interrelation

ships can be more clearly seen" (p. 13).

In phonology, the science con-

cerned with the sound of language, Monaco and Zaslow stated:
There are specific rules to govern the sound
combinations in any language.
In every lan
guage there are some combinations of sounds
which do not occur in the same syllable.
In
English, for example,
cannot occur in
speech even though it does occur in writing
as in comb, (p. 6)
According to Monaco and Zaslow, the phonological aspect of language is
learned first by children who reach the developmental milestones on
schedule.
The next aspect, semantics, refers to the meaning of words or as
Monaco and Zaslow stated, "semantics is the study of meanings" (p. 19).
Condon (1966) believes the study of meanings has been expanded to in
clude the behavior that results from language habits as well as the
symbol-referent relationships which he calls "traditional semantics"
(p. 47).

This aspect of language is very complex and requires a mature,

intact nervous system to develop,

Monaco and Zaslow (1969) reported that

"some investigators feel that humans have an inborn intuition for lan
guage and that the nervous system is designed for the development of lan
guage" (p. 21).

Therefore, the child who has a nervous system that is

intact, adequate hearing, normal auditory processing, and who is emotion
ally stable will begin to categorize objects and events according to how
he views the culture in his world (Monaco & Zaslow,

1969).

The third way language is learned is through syntax.
combining of words to convey meaning (Monaco &, Zaslow,

This is the

1969).

Webster

(1966) defined syntax as "the way words are put together and related
to one another in sentences" (p. 707).

Lee (1971) reported that

"psycholinguistic research emphasizes the role of the child as an
active participant in the acquisition of syntax" (p. 21).

Accord

ing to Monaco and Zaslow (1969), a child, at about the age of eighteen
months, discovers that one word will no longer convey what he wants to
indicate.
areas.

Since he is walking by that time, he can explore larger

The number and kinds of experiences are increasing as well as

his ability to remember things.

Monaco and Zaslow go on to say that by

the time a child is using sentences and transformation,
come very complex.

language has be

A child has to categorize an event and recall the

appropriate word and put those sounds in the right sequence.

He must

decide how to combine those words with others to convey precisely what
he wants to say about an event.

So, phonology, semantics, and syntax

have to be combined to truly use language.
Other investigators

(Monaco & Zaslow, 1969;

1968; Day and N u r s s , 1970; Simon,
posed still other criteria

Condon,

1957; Gray & Wise,

for the development of

1966; Lamb,

1959) have pro

language.

Monaco

& Zaslow (1969) noted that Suzanne Langer proposed five criteria "that
must be met for language

to develop in the human

guage to develop in each

individual of the species" (p. 27).

criteria are:

species

and for lan
The five

(1) Community living, (2) control of the breath
stream, (3) development of an epicritical ear,
(4) a feedback system for monitoring one's own
speech, and (5) imagery.
(p. 27)
Simon (1957) reported that speech development represents a series of
stages remarkably similar in all normal children, each step made pos
sible by the gradual maturation of the organism.

According to Condon

(1966), children imitate what they see and hear without being aware of
what it is all about and are rewarded when the imitation is good and dis
couraged when it is not a good imitation.

Condon goes on to state that

children learn to speak, naively, according to parent's reinforcement,
and by association of things and sounds.

It is much later that they

learn the relations of various sounds and develop a consciousness of lan
guage.
As one continues to investigate how language is learned, other in
teresting aspects appear.

For instance,

language is learned through im

itating sounds that are associated with things and events (Condon,
Furthermore,

1966),

language is personal in that it is determined by the train

ing, whim, historical accidents in one's culture, community, and family.
Each person’s language is a little different, and all the resources of
his language cannot duplicate an experience for another person or even
for himself (Condon, 1966).

McCarthy (1966) stated:

In order to realize the importance of language
in the psychological development of the child.

one needs only to consider the comparative mental
vacuum in which the young deaf-mute lives before
any means of communication has been established
and to compare his mental state with that of a
normal child who not only can acquire a wealth
of information through his understanding of the
language of others, but also can use language to
express his ideas, wants, and needs, as well as
to influence the behavior of others.
(p. 493)
McCarthy goes on to say that a child who has delayed language develop
ment labors under an almost insurmountable handicap in his social and
academic relationships.

Gray and Wise (1959) believe,

that through lan

guage, people are able to share their experiences and culture with one
another and to hand down these experiences and culture.

Therefore,

the

study of language development seems imperative.
Low Socioeconomic Area C h i l d r e n ’s Language
Bromwich (1968) noted that recent research has consistently shown
that verbal ability is a particular weakness of children from low socio
economic areas.

Moreover, Bricker and Bricker (1970) stated:

Language behavior is a critical component of human
development and consequently, children who are hand
icapped in their language development need e plicit
remedial training.
For children whose development
is mildly retarded, although language is usually
part of their répertorie, there is need for specific
remediation in articulation, conceptual meaning,
grammar, or other areas.
(p. 101)
In education today, the attention is upon the achievement levels of
children from low socioeconomic areas.

(McConnell, Horton, & Smith,

1969)

Riessman (1962) emphasized the scope of the social and educational pro

blems.

He estimated that one-half of the children in the fourteen lar

gest cities in the United States are culturally deprived.
McConnell, et al.

According to

(1969), it is widely recognized that those social

class differences may be expected to retard or inhibit the development
of the mental processes of the culturally deprived child.

Raph (1967)

found that culturally disadvantaged children's difficulties in acquiring
and processing information have adverse effects on both school achieve
ment and measured intelligence.

After studying the effects of cultural

deprivation, Krugman (1961), Klineberg (1963), Havighurst (1966), and
Raph (1967) found that language deficits seem to be cumulative or in
creasing with time, that is, the older the child becomes, the greater the
deficit.

In fact, Deutsch (1967) found that lower-class children, Negro

and white, compared with middle-class children, are subject to this p ro
blem which he labeled "a cumulative deficit phenomenon" (p. 215), which
he says takes place between the first and fifth grades.

Although there

are significant socioeconomic and racial differences seen in measured
variables at the first grade level, it is important to note that they
become more marked as the child progresses through school.
noted :
But what is even more critical is the fairly con
clusive evidence that the delay or deficit has a
profound influence bn later learning.
Unless new
strategies of intervention are introduced, this
gap in ability to manipulate symbols is seldom

Raph (1967)

narrowed sufficiently for the child to succeed
in school.
(p, 207)
Krugman (1961) concluded that schools with good programs can partially
compensate for the inadequate backgrounds that children from deprived
homes bring to the classroom.

According to Klineberg (1963), when con

ditions in life improve, then there is improvement in achievement, Bereiter and Engelman (1966) pointed out that even though a lack of verbal
learning is the outstanding characteristic of culturally deprived chil
dren, there is a widespread opinion that roots of cultural deprivation
lie deeper than this.

The opinion is that the verbal deficiencies re

flect a more basic lack of concrete non-verbal learning experiences.
Bloom, Davis, and Hess (1965) have summarized the effects of low
socioeconomics on development of language.

They noted that,

for children

entering first grade, adequate auditory and visual discrimination are a
necessity for successful speech development and for learning how to read.
There was found to be a difference in the range of oral vocabulary pos
sessed by the lower-class and middle-class pupils.

In particular,

lower-

class children lack abstract language such as words for categories, class
names, and concrete ideas and have difficulty using language to explain,
to describe, to analyze, to compare, to deduce,

to instruct, to inquire,

to test, and to hypothesize (Bloom, et al., 1965; Bereiter & Engelman,
1966).

Bloom, et al,,

(1965) further stated that in learning new words.
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children must

try them out in

new situations and receive correction

and extension

of their vocabulary and ideas.

Therefore, deprived chil

dren's language deficiencies are probably due to the way in which lan
guage is used

in the home and to the amount of practice the children

have in using

language in the

et a l . , 1965).

home (Eisenson &, Ogllvie,

1965; Bloom,

In the deprived home much communication is through ges

tures and other non-verbal means.

The language used is likely to be

terse and not necessarily grammatically correct.

In any case, the lan

guage is likely to be restricted in number of grammatical forms which are
utilized-

Therefore,

the deprived child enters school inadequately pre

pared for the typical language tasks of the first grade.

The deprived

child's greatest handicap seems to be a lack of familiarity with the
speech used by teachers and insufficient practice in attending to pro
longed speech sequences.

Furthermore, a deprived child's language, which

he learns at home, is likely to be inadequate as an aid and tool in con
ceptualization.

Thus,

language serves as a means of social distinction

which can limit opportunities for mobility.
1962; Raph,

1967; McCarthy,

Several Investigators (Thomas,

1966) have documented the fact that there is

a poverty of vocabulary and a paucity of words in the responses of chil
dren from low socioeconomic families.

John (1963) concluded:

Acquisition of more abstract and integrative lan
guage seems to be hampered by the living conditions
in the homes of lower-class children.
Opportunities
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for learning to categorize and integrate are rare
in the lives of all young children.
This type of
learning requires specific feedback or careful
tutoring.
(p. 813)
Bereiter and Engelman (1966) stated that the evidence shows a lim
ited verbal communication of any sort between children and parents in
lower-class homes,

large families, absentee fathers, working mothers,

and crowded conditions of home which force children out of doors and
away from adult contacts which they believe contribute to such a lack.
Bereiter and Engelman came to the conclusion that the speech of severe
ly deprived children seems to consist not of distinct words, but rather
of whole phrases or sentences that function like giant words.

These giant

word units cannot be taken apart by the deprived child and then be re-com
bined.

Bereiter and Engelman said that "instead of saying 'That is a big

dog' the deprived child says 'He bih d a w ’I
red truck’ he says

'Da-re-truk'’’ (p. 35).

Instead of saying 'That is a
It appears that the problem

is not merely one of faulty pronunciation, but that the c h ild’s faulty
pronunciation arises from his ability to deal with sentences as sequences
of meaningful parts.

For example, when called upon to repeat sentences

of varying degrees of complexity, a severely disadvantaged child will
tend to give merely approximate rendition of the overall sound profile
of the sentence, often leaving out the sounds in the middle (Bereiter &
Engelman,

1966).

Bereiter and Engelman (1966)

in their studies have found that the
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culturally deprived child resembles a culturally privileged child of
younger age.
grammar.

The culturally privileged two-year-old uses a reduced

He will leave out words he does not know and will form con

densed sentences out of the words he knows how to handle.

Even his

two or three word sentences are distinct, whereas the disadvantaged
child often blends words together with noises that take the place of
words he does not know so that all the words tend to become fused in
to an unintelligible whole.
The following language factors reflect the conclusions of in
vestigators who have studied the causes and results of cultural dis
advantages.

According to investigators (Black,

Bereiter &. Engelman,

1967;

1966), culturally disadvantaged children usual

ly perform as follows:
use;

1966; Jensen,

(a) they understand more language than they

(b) they frequently use a great many words with fair precision,

but not words representative of the school culture, with second grad
ers from low socioeconomic areas knowing less than one-half of the
words that are in a middle-class pre-schooler’s vocabulary;

(c) they

frequently are handicapped in language development because they do not
have the concepts that objects have names and that the same object may
have different names;

(d) they use a significantly smaller proportion

of mature sentence structure;

(e) they tend to learn less from what they

hear than do middle-class children; and (f) they are less likely to p er
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ceive the symbols and conceptual aspects of their environment.
Jensen (1967) noted that,

in general, research has found that

throughout the entire sequence of language development, from the ear
liest stages of speech, there is retardation among culturally disad
vantaged children.

Furthermore,

this retardation should not be thought

of entirely as the lower-status child’s merely lagging behind the upperclass child with the same level of development being attained somewhat
later.

The characteristics of the language habits that he is acquiring

and the kinds of functions the language will serve in the child's ex
periences actually help shape the development of his ability for abstract,
conceptual learning.

Poor development of this ability places low ceiling

on educational attainment.
The investigation of the research rationale appears to substantiate
that children from low-socioeconomic areas do have language deficits.
Therefore, there is an evident need to propose specific language develop
ment programs for remediation if these children are to approach their ed
ucational, vocational, and social potentials.
Need for Study
A number of studies (Bromwich,
McConnell, et al.,
son & Ogilvie,

1968; Bereiter & Engelman,

1969; Bricker & Bricker,

1965;

Lee,

1971; Brooks,

1970; Riessman,

1964; Nation,

1966;

1962; Eisen

1972; McCarthy,

1966) have been conducted in the area of language development in children
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from low socioeconomic areas.

Bromwich (1968) noted that verbal abili

ty is a particular weakness of children from low socioeconomic areas.
Riessman (1962) felt that the verbal inadequacies of a deprived individ
ual seem to hinder him in realizing his potentials,

for he appears to

have enormous difficulty in expressing himself verbally in many situa
tions.
Bricker and Bricker (1970) reported that language is an important
part of human development; and, therefore, children handicapped in their
language development do need explicit remedial training.

McCarthy (1966)

stated that "data comparing children from different races in language
development are meager" (p. 576).

Most of the studies seem to have been

done from the standpoint of how a child learns language, but very little
has been done in the area of step-by-step teaching to test specific pro
grams .
According to some researchers (Raph, 1967; Krugman,

1961; Klineberg,

1963), children from low socioeconomic areas have language deficits, and
the deficits are cumulative; but good programs can partially compensate
with improvement in achievement.
According to achievement test scores, many first grade students are
found to have language deficits (listening skills, concepts such as label
ing, describing, categorizing), especially those in the low socioeconomic
areas.

In general, one must consider language (speech) as a learned skill
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The degree to which an individual develops this skill depends mainly u p 
on three factors:
make speech sounds;

(a) the physical ability of an individual to hear and
(b) the mental ability of an individual to gain from

and convey meaning through speech; and (c) the experiences an individual
has with the people and things in his environment.
as shown by language scores on achievement tests,

This third factor,
is the area in which

the majority of children from low socioeconomic areas are lacking.

This

factor, plus the evidence from the literature, seems to substantiate the
fact that there is a need for systematic language programs.
Purpose of Study
This study was conducted to field test an experimental language de
velopment program as a supplement to the regular first grade language
program to determine if it would increase the children's language.

This

experimental program was designed as lessons to be taught by a speech pa 
thologist in order to provide experiences to make the individuals more
aware of their surroundings; experiences which stimulate the senses; e x 
periences to develop concepts such as labeling, describing, and detail
ing or categorizing.
Null Hypothesis
There will be no statistically significant difference in mean MA
gain on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

(PPVT) and in mean LA gain

on the Verbal Language Development Scale (VLDS) of the trained group
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(participants enrolled in the experimental language development pro
gram) and the untrained group (participants not enrolled in the ex
perimental language development program).
Délimitât ions
1. Limited to two elementary schools in Columbus School System.
2. Limited to grade one.
3. Limited to pupils from homes considered low socioeconomic,
which was determined by the number receiving free lunches at school.

METHODOLOGY

Selection of Groups
Criteria.
The selection of the groups for this study depended upon certain
criteria for admission.
to :

Each child selected for this study was required

(a) have hearing acuity within the normal range, -lOdB to 25dB In

ternational Standards Organization (ISO); (b) be from low socioeconomic
areas, determined by the fact of his eligibility for the federal school
lunch-aid program;

(c) have intelligence quotient (IQ) within a range

from low average to above average on the first grade Science Research
Associates Primary Mental Abilities (SRA PMA) test; and (d) have visual
acuity within normal limits.

The groups were selected from the first

grades In two elementary schools in Columbus, Mississippi.
Part of the criteria for inclusion in this study was that each
would have an IQ within the range of

low average to above average.

child
The

trained group, at School A, had a mean IQ of 91 with the untrained group,
in School B, showing a mean IQ of 95.

Thus, all included in the study

had IQ scores in the average range.

The mean SRA PMA IQ's for thetrain

ed and untrained groups are shown in

Table 1.
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Table 1

Mean SRA PMA IQ'S For The Trained
And Untrained Groups

Participants

Number

Mean SRA PMA IQ

Untrained Group

48

95

Trained Group

44

91

Groups.
The 44 children constituting the trained group were enrolled (19731974) in the first grades at School A while
prised

the untrained group was com

of 48 children enrolled in the first grade at School B.

Materials Used
The following tests and programs were used in the study:
1,

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), Forms a

and b.

2,The Verbal Language Development Scale (VLDS).
3,

Hearing screened, using the standards proposed by ISO, with a

portable audiometer,
4,

Scores from the SRA PMA test.

5,

An experimental language development program designed by the

writer.
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Experimental Procedure
To evaluate the effectiveness of the instructional program, each
child in both trained and untrained group was tested at the beginning
and at the end of a four month period.

The PPVT was administered in

dividually to all children included in this study.
the beginning of the period, September,
tered four months later, January,

1974.

Form a was given at

1973, with Form b being adminis
The VLDS was also administered

twice, as a pre-test and a post-test with the teachers as the informants.
An experimental language development program (see Appendix) provided lan
guage instruction for thirty minutes twice a week as a supplement to the
classroom teachers’ regular language program to the children constituting
the trained group.

These were enrolled at School A.

The untrained group,

first graders at School B , received only the regular language program,
taught by the classroom teachers.

Both schools are located in low socio

economic areas of Columbus, Mississippi.
The results were determined by a comparison of mean

gains between

the two groups which were computed through the use of the t-test.

A

.05 level of significance was utilized as the basis for the rejection of
the null hypothesis.

RESULTS

The null hypothesis stated that there will be no statistically sig
nificant difference in mean MA gains on the PPVT and in mean LA gains on
the VLDS of the trained and the untrained groups.

The hypothesis was

tested through the use of the ^-test.
The MA mean gain of the trained group, on the PPVT, was found to be
29.09 months with a standard deviation of 11.03,

The mean MA gain of the

untrained group, on the PPVT, was 5.66 months with a standard deviation
of 9.6.

The mean LA gain of the trained group, on the VLDS, was 1.72

year level equivalent with a standard deviation of .698 while the u n 
trained group had a mean LA gain of .90 year level equivalent with a
standard deviation of ,599.

A _t-ratio of 15.02 was derived between the

two groups on the PPVT with a jt-ratio of 6.51 on the VLDS.

A critical

value of 1.96 was necessary for significance at the .05 level.

Since

the jt-scores did approach a statistical significant level, one must
fail to accept the hypothesis at the .05 level of significance according
to the t-test.

PPVT MA mean gains, standard deviations and t-ratio are

presented in Table 2.

VLDS LA mean gains, standard deviations, and t-

ratio are presented in Table 3.
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Table 2
PPVT MA Mean Gains, Standard Deviations, T-Ratio,
And Conclusion of Trained and Untrained Groups

Participants

Mean Gain of MA
(in Months)

SD

Trained Group

29.09

11.03

5.66

9.65

ratio

Conclusion

15.02
Untrained Group

Significant

;t2^>-1.96 at ,05 level of significance

Table 3
VLDS LA Mean Gains, Standard Deviations, T-Ratio 1
And Conclusion of Trained and Untrained Groups

Participants

Mean Gain of LA
SD
(Year Level Equivalent)

Trained Group

1.72

ratto

.698
6.51

Untrained Group
t 2^

.90

Conclusion

.599

1.96 at .05 level of significance

Significant

DISCUSSION. CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion
Even though the PPVT Is highly specific with respect to vocabulary
and it would appear that it is well suited for assessing the intellec
tual functioning of children from deprived environments,

it was used to

find if the experimental language development program would raise a
child's mental and language age and how much.
The VLDS was highly subjective and tended to show what the teacher
may have wanted the child to be able to do rather than what he actually
could do.

The VLDS results did show a higher mean gain in the trained

group than in the untrained, but not as large an increase as the objec
tive test, PPVT.

Some limitations in the research were?

Groups too

small, too short teaching time, limited to only one locale, and selection
procedure limits generalizations of results.
Even with the above limitations, data did show that the program did
affect the participants’ vocabulary and tended to raise their mental
and language ages.

Therefore, the experimental language program has

proven to be effective with the group involved despite the limitations.
Conclusions
The findings of this study were primarily based on the results of
the comparison between a trained and an untrained group.

The untrained
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group consisted of first graders at School B receiving only the regu
lar language program taught by the classroom teachers.

A language de

velopment program was taught as a supplement to the regular language
program to the trained group at School A.
All participants included in this study had normal visual and
hearing acuity and were within the IQ range from low average to above
average.

The plus or minus gains in MA and LA on the instruments used

was the criteria by which the participants were compared,

A correlation

was ascertained by comparing the MA mean gains on the PPVT for the two
groups and the LA mean gains on the VLDS for the two groups, with the
use of the ^-test. The .05 level was established to determine statisti
cal significance and was the rationale for the rejection of the null
hypothesis.

The results of the jt-^est indicated there was a statisti

cally significant difference between the trained group and the untrain
ed group on both tests administered.
Recommendations
This writer believes that, even though the results of this study
proved that the program can increase vocabulary and, therefore,

in

crease M A and LA significantly, further research should be done with
the experimental language development program.

Other test instruments

should be used with the program as well as using the same test instru
ments.

Research should be done with this program over a longer period

of time with more rigorous controls.
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Appendix

EXPERIMENTAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
By
Sadie Patton Fant

Rationale

There is widespread diversity in oral communication skill develop
ment among children.

Normative studies indicate that it takes the aver

age child approximately 6 to 8 years to be able to make the sounds of
speech accurately, and to develop grammatical ability,

A child’s vo

cabulary continues to grow and change throughout his life.
Previous research has substantiated the fact that children from low
socioeconomic areas have language deficits, and they are cumulative if
not remediated in time (Bromwich,
Jensen,

1967; Riessman,

1968; McConnell, Horton, &, Smith,

1962; Krugman,

1961; Havighurst,

1969;

1966),

The first step in improving a child’s communication skills is to
help him become aware of his surroundings.
with or aware of their environment,
basis for the use of language.

Unless children are familiar

themselves and others, they have no

The degree of awareness a child has de

pends on how much he understands his surroundings and how well he can
utilize cues from his environment.

Awareness of what is taking place
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around him can be developed through provided experiences which stimulate
the senses of hearing, sight, touch, smell, and taste.
will readily respond little to others.
ness to their surroundings,

Some children

Once they begin to show aware

it will still be some time before they com

municate effectively.
Teachers are faced with the overwhelming problem of finding time for
specific attention to language development in an already over-crowded
curriculum, although some language and speech sounds are being taught in
incidental aspects of classroom instruction and activities.

These inci

dental instances of instruction can be developed into a language develop
mental program with a minimum amount of change in the classroom program
if the classroom teacher has some guidance and assistance.
This is one of the duties of the speech pathologist in the schools.
The speech pathologist is a consultant to the teachers in the language
development program, along with a speech therapy program.

The speech

pathologist demonstrates techniques used in a language development pro
gram.

The speech pathologist goes into the classroom for thirty minutes

twice a week with the teacher as an observer.

The teacher will then do

follow-up work the rest of the week.
The purpose of this program is to aid teachers in developing the
language of each child in the first grade to his fullest potential.
The program is made up of lessons that can be taught in order or can be
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pulled as needed.

A creative teacher who is able to modify the les

sons will be able to add to and extend these to cover other concepts
and sounds.

These lessons should be a daily interlude from conven

tional school work.

Each lesson should be enjoyable and allow time

for spontaneous talk and activity.

The instructor’s attitude is very

contagious, so it should be enthusiastic, energetic, and supportive.
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LESSON No. 1
Children need to know the speech helpers and their functions in
making speech sounds.

It is very important for each child to learn

the general concept that sounds are different because they are made
differently.

Speech Helpers:

Teeth, Nose, Lips, Ears, Jaw, Voice Box, Tongue,
Roof of Mouth

General Objective : Learn Speech Helpers.
Specific Objective: Each child will be able to identify five out of
eight speech helpers.
Materials:

’’Language Time” and ’’Peabo” puppet from Peabody Language
Development (PLD) Kit, Level tf 1; poster board with pic
tures of speech helpers;

St. Louis Program, Lesson tt 2

with worksheets ; a mirror for each child.
Procedure:

1.

Play ’’I t ’s Language Tim e ” tape with children and ’’Pea

bo” singing along.

Later on in the year when the children

have learned the words, play only the music.
2.

Ask the children if they can name some parts

that help us talk.

of the body

Listen to their answers and list the cor

rect ones on the board.
3.

Place a poster board with the pictures of the eight

helpers on the chalk rail.

Let the children determine if
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they listed all the helpers or if they can find some on the
board that they did not list,
4.

Select some children to hand

out the mirrors and the

worksheets,
5.

Play the St, Louis Tape, Lesson # 2.

Guide the children

to look at the illustrations as the eight parts of anatomy
are described and their function in making speech sounds are
explained.
6.

Let each child look in the mirror to

Pick a child to name a helper as

see the helpers.

the others look

at them

selves and touch the helper the child names.
7.

Conclude with the song " I t ’s Time To G o ” from PLD Kit,

Level 1,
Evaluation: Each child should be able to name five out of the eight
speech helpers.
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FOLLOW-UP-AC TIVITIES
Speech Helpers:

Roof of Mouth, Jaw, Voice Box, Tongue, Lips, Ears, Nose,
and Teeth.

1.

Have the children learn the speech helpers’ song.

Let the children

point to or touch each speech helper as they sing about each one.
Tune;

’’Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” *

My speech helpers help me say
Everything the proper way.
Lips, teeth, tongue

all of those:

Voice, roof, jaw, ears, and my nose.
My speech helpers help me say
Everything the proper way.
2.

Remind the children of the eight helpers;

then have them guess the

answers to the riddles*below.
1.

It keeps my tongue

2.

It can be loud,

From going too high.

It can be quiet

And running into

The first thing a baby does

My nose or my eye.

Is try it.

A house has one

I t ’s in our throat

And it is handy,

And way down there.

But the one in my mouth

It works on a little

Is really a dandy.

Stream of air.

What is it?

What is it?

Roof of Mouth

Voice Box
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FOLLOW-UP-ACTIVITIES
Speech Helpers:
3,

5.

continued

It helps me open

4,

And shut my mouth:

Sometimes it's down.

Sometimes it goes north,

It can move

Sometimes it goes south I

All around.

It helps me chew

It can move

And yawn and speak.

And it can walk.

After some bubble gum

And when it moves

It's tired for a week

It helps me talk.

What is it?

What is it?

Jaw

Sometimes they're round.

6.

A b u n n y ’s are large
A b a b y ’s are small.

Sometimes they open

If we d o n ’t have them,

To show inside.

We d o n ’t hear at all.

They help me smile,

What are they?
7,

Ears

T h e y ’re white as pearls

But best of all

If t h e y ’re kept clean.

They help me speak.

Tney help me say

What are they?

Just what I mean.

Lips

What are they?

It helps us to taste.
It helps us to smell

8.

Teeth

To help us speak well.

Some sounds must go through it, What is it?
*

Tongue

Sometimes they’re wide.

Look sad and meek.

8.

Sometimes i t ’s up.

Nose

Riddles and song are from the St. Louis Program, Lesson # 2.
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LESSON No. 2
A child’s day isfilled with various noises.

Teachers

should

help children become aware of sounds and their sources.
Senses;

Hearing-Listening

General Objective:

Development of listening skills.

Specific Objective:

Each child will listen to sounds (noises) and be
able to identify each in 10 out of

Materials:

12 presentations.

’’Language Time” tape from PLD Kit, Level ff 1; Think,
and Say Record A, filmstrip and lesson worksheets;
puppet*; pencils;

Procedure:

Listen,

’’Rebus”

"Peabo” puppet from PLD Kit, Level tf 1.

1. Play language tape with ’’Peabo” singing along with the
children.

Play the tape again and repeat the words so the

children can learn them,
2.

Introduce ’’Rebus” .

Explain that he is from outer space

and has come a long way to be with them.

Have the children

look closely at "Rebus”, "Does he have all of his speech
helpers?

What is missing?”

If the children cannot guess,

then say, "With what do we listen (hear)?

T h a t ’s right,

"Rebus” has no ears so you will have to listen (hear) for
him.

He will watch your faces and lips to see if he can

understand what you say that you hear.

Be sure to listen

carefully and then talk distinctly so "Rebus” can see the
words you speak.”
3,

Place "Rebus” where he can watch the children.
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No. 2 continued
Senses:

Hearing-Listening

Procedure:

4.

"Rebus wants you to close your eyes and listen.

noises do you hear inside?

Outside?”

What

Then let each child

have a chance to tell Rebus what he hears,
5.

Let each child recognize sounds made when familiar

materials are tapped:
6.

wood, metal, cloth, cardboard, etc.

Let each child recognize rhythm:

"What did I do?” Have

children close eyes while "It” runs, skips, jumps, marches,
etc.
7.

The other children guess what they heard "It” doing.
Use Record A, the filmstrip, and worksheets from T h i n k ,

Listen, and S a y , Lesson ff 1.

Let the children watch the

filmstrip and listen to the record.

They should be able to

identify the sounds they hear as they look at the worksheets
8.
Evaluation:

Play " I t ’s Time To G o ” tape from PLD Kit, Level 1.

Each child will be able to identify at least 10 out of 12
sounds heard on the record.

*

You will need a puppet without ears.
large light bulb and papier-mache.

This writer made one out of a
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FOLLOW-UP-ACTIVITIES
Senses: Hearing-Listening
1.

Use Record A, test band 1 of the Think, Listen, and Say program.

Let

each child respond during the test.
2.

Use Record A, test band 2 and 3 with the Lesson ff 1 worksheets.

Let

the children circle the correct sounds they hear without looking at the
filmstrip,
3.

"Rebus"* can be used in other core activities.

children do their math, science, etc.

He can listen as

He can tell stories about outer

space and other parts of the world for social studies.

He can be a remin

der to the children to listen and speak distinctly at all times.
4.

In a unit on Transportation, the children can take turns describing

the coaches on a passenger train and let the class decide which coach is
being described.

One child will say, "This coach has many windows.

people are reading;

some are writing letters;

and some are looking at the scenery.
5.

"Go to the book shelf.

ing a letter to a child."

What coach is it?"

Find a picture where the postman is giv

Let each child have a chance to participate.

An exercise like this can be useful in oral arithmetic.

five red marbles and two blue marbles.
one blue marble.
*

some are playing card games;

An exercise like this is helpful in listening and in following direc

tions.

6.

Some

"Bill has

Jack has three red marbles and

Which boy has the most marbles?"

See page 34 about how to make "Rebus".
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LESSON No. 3
Some children have many opportunities to explore a variety of things
and places.

They are free to touch, feel, and compare textures.

These

experiences are necessary for a child to learn about his environment and
to prepare a background for communication.
opportunities for these experiences.

Some children do not have the

Therefore,

these children need to

be provided with experiences that will help remediate this deficit.

Senses:

Touch

General Objective:
Specific Objective:

Develop a better sense of touch.
Each child will be able to touch,

feel, and compare

10 out of 12 objects as to texture:

rough, smooth,

silky, soft, hard, spongy, ribbed, etc.
Materials:

"It's Language Time" tape and Peabo puppet from PLD Kit, Pt 1;
"Touch Box" *

with yarn, silk, rocks, sandpaper,

rope, cotton

balls, wood, string, clay, wax, rubber ball, wool, etc.
Procedure:

1.

Play "It's Language Time"

tape.

2.

place the objects on a table.

Let each child name as

many as possible and tell how they feel.
Hard?

Soft?

Rough?

"Which ones feel somewhat alike?

smooth and hard?

Which ones?

Smooth?
Are some

Are some soft and spongy?

Do some bend while others do not?

Which ones?"

Let each

child manipulate each object until he appears to understand
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No, 3 continued
Senses: Touch
Procedure:

the texture.
3.

Prepare a "Touch Box" before class time.

of the objects (one at a time) inside.

Place some

Let each child

feel in the box, tell how it feels and what he thinks the
object is.

The children will find they enjoy some "feels"

and do not like others.
4.

Conclude with "It's Time To Go" song from PLD Kit,

level

1.
Evaluation:

Each child will feel in the "Touch Box" and be able to
identify 10 out of 12 objects as to name and texture.

*

The "Touch Box" can be made from a shoe box and an old sock.

hole in one end of the shoe box.

Cut the toe off the sock.

the ribbed end of the sock in the hole in the box.
their hand through the sock into the box to feel.

Cut a

Then attach

Have the children put
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FOLLOW-UP-ACTIVITIES
Senses:
1.

Touch

Water play is fun for most children.

Let them "paint" with water,

using paint brushes.
2.

Finger painting will provide tactile stimulation.

Let them paint

what they want.
3.

Clay may be used.

They can form it, flatten and pound it.

This

provides excellent stimulation,
4.

Let them play with ice cubes.

This furnishes a different type of

stimulation.
5

Let them feel the difference in clay and Play Doh.
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LESSON No. 4
It is usually assumed that children are using their vision, but
experiences need to be planned to help children use their vision to the
fullest.

Senses:

Sight

General Objective;
Specific

Using vision to the fullest.

Objective : Each child will be able to name items they see in
14 to 18 presentations.

Materials:

"It's Language Time" tape from PLD Kit, Level 1; items such
as:

bow, ribbon to tie a bow, ball, plastic windmill with

moving parts that you can see, clock, clear plastic ball
with beads, picture with small pictures within, colored
blocks, colored beads; shapes:
rectangle; and colors:

square, circle, triangle,

red, yellow, blue, green, orange,

and purple.
Procedure:

1.

Play "I t ’s Language Time" tape, with children singing

along.
2.

Present an item at a time.

When presenting a new item,

place in front of the children and say its name before hand
ing it to them.

Present each item this way.

selected name the items that he knows.

Let the child

Let each child have

a chance to receive an item and name it if he can.

I
No, 4 continued
Senses; Sight
Procedure:

3.

Present a bow.

Let someone name it.

Then take the rib

bon and say as you tie a bow, "I tie a ’______ ’’’.
children fill in the word if they can.

Let the

Take a ball and say,

"I throw the____________ Present each item this way.
4.

Present only one or two colors at a time.

dren name them.

Let the chil

Let the children find others wearing each

color if possible.

Name things that

have the colors.

5.

In the picture,

let the children

find the small pictures.

6.

Present the toys with the brightly colored moving parts.

Let the children discuss the items, the parts that move, and
the colors and the functions of each item.

For example,

the

clock is run by a battery or by electricity and you can tell
time by it.

about what they see on the "face" of

a clock.

face of a clock, arms of a windmill,

etc.?

7.
Evaluation:

The windmill is run by wind to pump water.
What is

Conclude with " I t ’s Time To Go" song from PLD Kit,

See specific objective.

Talk
the

level 1
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FOLLOW- UP-ACTI VI TI ES
Senses;

Sight

1, Place shapes in a

box.

Let the children feel the shapes and then

tell you what they "see" in their mind.

Then, pull out the shape

to see if they are right,
2,

Place items on the table, beginning with one item, adding
each time the

child is successful in identifying the item.

child see the

item, name it and then cover it up.

you again the

name of the item.

Let the

Then let him tell

Add another item, cover up the items

and then see how many he can name of
3,

an item

the covered items.

Show the children a picture with hidden pictures, and let

them see

how many they can see and mark or identify.
4,

Give the children a picture puzzle to color and then to identify the
picture that was hidden.

5,

Show the children
select someone to

a picture of a car accident.

Then take it away and

tell what he saw in the picture.

every child has had a chance.

Do this until
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LESSON No. 5
Children probably learn more through the sense of smell than most
people realize.

The sense of smell will tell a child where he is, to

distinguish between foods and even assist him in the identification of
a person.

Smells form a basis for determing likes and dislikes.

children use the sense of smell more than others.

Some

It should be used

to its fullest.

Senses:

Smell

General Objective :

Develop a better sense of smell.

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to associate smell or iden
tify 10 out of 12 foods and cleansers.

Materials:

Box of pepper, jar of vinegar,

lemon, onion,

lime, orange,

apple, banana, bleach, bacon (fried), rolls (baked), and a
knife; "It’s Language Time" tape from PLD Kit, Level 1; and
a tape player.
Procedure:

1.

Play "It's Language Time" song.

2.

Ask the children if they can smell any foods, flowers,

etc. through the window,

if available.

Ask what other things

do they smell.
3,

Take the foods and cleansers, present each, one at a time,

and ask the children to smell and tell what they are.

Be

sure each child knows each food and cleanser by name-

Pe
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No, 5 continued
Senses:

Smell

Procedure:

sure each child has smelled and identified each one before
going on to the next one.
4,

Have children close their eyes tightly.

Present each

item and have the child name the item he smells.

Be sure

each child has his eyes closed and caution the others not
to blurt out the answer.

Be sure each child has enough

chances to learn to identify all the items, by smell.
5,

Place an item in a sack;

let each dhild smell and iden

tify all the items by smell.
6,
Evaluation:

Conclude with "It's Time To Go" tape from PLD Kit, Level 1

Each child will be able to smell and identify 10 out of 12
items.
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LESSON No. 6
The sense of taste and smell complement the other three senses.
mouth provides an area of exploration for the young child.

The

His sensitive

lips and tongue tell him if he is tasting old leather or a sweet cookie,
Taste and smell feature strongly in his development.

Senses:

Taste

General Objective: Become better
Specific

Objective :

aware of the sense of taste.

Each child in the class will be able to identify
foods by their taste 6 out of 8 times.

Materials:

" It’s Language Time" tape from PLD Kit, Level. 1; Foods: apples,
oranges,

Procedure:

lemons,

limes, sugar, vinegar, salt, pepperment, etc.

1.

Play " It’s Language Time" tape.

2.

Place the food items on the table.

can identify each food by sight.

Be sure each child

Let each child name the

items on the table.
3.

Blindfold each child, one at a time, and give him a taste

of the

foods, one at a time.

by the

taste.

Let the child identify the

When he states what he thinks the food to

food
be

that he has tasted, take off the blindfold and let him see
if he is right or wrong.
4.

Conclude with " It’s Time To Go" tape from PLD Kit, Level

1.
Evaluation:

See specific objective.
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LESSON No. 7
Sequences:

Story Sequencing

General Objective :

Story sequencing of "Mimi and Pepe and the Secret
Treasure"

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to place the pictures in the
correct sequence.

Materials:

Filmstrip and Record F from Think, Listen and Say (eye gate);
Fliptop projector; page 65 from student's Think, Listen, and
Say; tape player; and language song from PLD Kit,

Procedure:

level 1.

1.

Play language tape.

2.

Show filmstrip and play Record F. Then arrange the pic

ture cards on the chalk ledge in correct sequence.

Discuss

the story by asking the children questions about the story.
3.

Mix up the cards and then select a child to arrange the

cards in proper sequence.
from the student's book.

Then hand out the student cards,
Have each student arrange his

cards In proper sequence according to the example on the
chalk ledge.

Remove the cards from the chalk ledge and have

the students mix up their cards and then arrange their cards
in proper sequence without looking at another's card.
4.

Select a child to tell what has happened in each picture;

be sure to give each child a chance to speak.
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No. 7 continued

Sequences:

Procedure:
Evaluation:

Story Sequencing

5,

Conclude with ’’I t ’s Time To G o ” song.

See specific objective.
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LESSON No. 8

Sequences:

Story Sequencing

General Objective:

Story sequencing of "The Adventures of Mimi and Pepe
Puppet"

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to place the pictures in the
correct sequence.

Materials:

Language tape from PLD Kit, Level 1; Record E and filmstrip
from Think, Listen And Say program from eye gate c o . ; story
sequencing cards from student's book;

fliptop projector and

tape player; a set of story sequencing Cards for testing.
Procedure:

1. Play language tape.
2. Show filmstrip and play record E. Then discuss the story
by asking the children questions about the story.

Arrange

the cards in correct sequence on the chalk ledge.

After

the discussion, mix up the cards and select a child to arrange
the cards in proper sequence.

If he cannot,

let the children

suggest the next card he is to place, until he gets it correct,
Be sure each child gets a chance to participate.
3.

Hand out the student test cards.

Let each child arrange

their cards in proper sequence according to the example on
the chaIk ledge.
4.

Remove the example on the chalk ledge and see if the
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NO.

Sequences:
Procedure:

8 continued

Story Sequencing
children can arrange their cards in correct sequence.
Check each c h i l d ’s cards to see if they are correct.
6.

Select a child to tell what happened in each picture

Be sure to let each child participate.
6,
Evaluation:

Conclude with the song ’’I t ’s Time To Go."

See specific objective.
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LESSON No. 9
Concepts;

Animals

General Objective:

Describing and recognizing animals.

Specific

Each child will be able to describe at least

Objective:

10

animals and then recognize them from riddles.
Materials:

Procedure:

Language time

tape; PLD Kit Level P pictures;

(9) dog, (14)

kittens,

(35) turtle,

(5) hen, (12)

rooster,

(19) rabbit:

1.

(8)

cow,

(37) bee,(1) bird,
cassette tape player

Play language song.

2.

Hold up an animal card

and choose a child to describe

that

animal as he looks at

tive

statement given in complete sentence.

dren

a chance to choose at

descriptive statement.

the card.

Accept any descrip
Give

the chil

least one picture and give one

If the children do not give com

plete sentences, stop and explain to them what you are
talking about and give them some examples.
3.

place animal cards on the chalk ledge.

going to play a guessing game,

I am going to tell you

some riddles about these animals.
listen closely.

Say "We are

Look at the cards and

Tell me which animal you think I am talk

ing about." Choose a child and read a riddle.
4.

If there is time,

let each child pantomine an animal

and let the classmates guess the animal being pantomined.
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Concepts:

Animals

Procedure:

5.

Conclude with "I-t *s Time To Go" song.

Eval lation:

See specific objective.

Riddles*
1. He has two feet, feathers, flies, and lives in a nest.

What is it?

(bird)
2.

He has four feet and a long tail.

He is soft to touch because he

has fur and he purrs and says "Meow." He is grown. What is it?
3.

It has feathers, two feet, wings and lays eggs for us to eat.
is it?

4.

(hen)

What is it?

(rooster)

I am little and furry and very soft to touch. I think when you see
me you will like me very much.
when I am glad.

I meow when I am hungry and purr

I do not like the water;

it makes me look so bad.

I live around the barn, and sometimes in a house.
of dinner is a nice little mouse.
6.

What

It has feathers, two feet, wings, and wakes up the barnyard with his
crowing.

5.

(cat)

What am I?

I am big and gentle but not much fun.
on the run.

(kitten)

When it's time to eat, I

I have two front legs and two at the rear.

my brother, just call him a steer.
touch.

My favorite kind

If you

come
meet

My coat is smooth and soft to

I give lots of milk that you like so much.

What am I?

(cow)
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Concepts:

7.

Animals

I fly through the air with my two little wings.
way, I am likely to sting.
a flowering tree.
What am I?

8.

If you are looking for honey, just follow me.

(bee)

I have four feet and many toes.

I seldom stay where 1 belong.

A small black spot they call my

My back is smooth and full of hair.

beat you there.

If we start to run, I'll

I like to run and chase a ball, and lick your face

when you have had a fall.

I like to sleep in a patch of sun, or

tease the cat and watch it run.

Go in the woods for a nice,

hike, but I like best of all to chase a bike.

9.

I am small and round; my shell is hard.
cannot hop.

you get in my

You will find me in the garden, or in

My tail is short; my ears are long,

nose.

If

What am I?

I can crawl

I live in the water, sometimes on land,

long

(dog)

and walk, but
I am so small

you can hold me in your hand. I have four short legs that move very
slow.

I carry my shell wherever I go.

10. I am small.
pink nose.
and hop.
*

Riddles

I am covered with fur.

What am I?

I have long ears and a small

I like to eat lettuce and carrots.
What am I?

(turtle)

I can hop and hop

(rabbit)

5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are from PLD Kit, Level P, Lesson 49,
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Concepts:

10

Colors

General Objective:

Identifying colors

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able tu identify six out of
eight colors:
(31) blue,

(12) brown,

(36) orange,

(14) green,

(60) purple,

(7) red,

(76) white,

(80) yellow.
Materials:

Shapes-in- color cards and poems from PLD Kit, Level
Lesson # 4; "Language Time" tape;

Procedure:

2,

tape player.

1.

Play language song,

2.

Place color cards oh chalk ledge.

Name the colors or

let the children that know their colors name them,
3.

Read part of Part I while you are holding the cards in

your hand as a fan.

Have a different child select the color

and hold the card as you read,
4.

Read Part II of the poem and have the children return

the cards to you as you come to each color.

Repeat steps

3 and 4 if there is time being sure each child has a turn.
5.

Place the cards again on the chalk ledge and let the

children name the colors taking turns.
6.
Evaluation:

Conclude with " I t ’s Time To Go" song.

See specific objective.
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10 continued

Colors
Part I
Eight big cards.,.so shiny and new
Green and yellow, red and blue,
White one, orange one, and brown one, too.
Oh, here is a purple one I,,.I’11 give them to you.
Who would like the blue card;

it could fly to heaven?

Away it goes,..(child's name) now there are seven.
Who would like the green card; green as many sticks?
(Child’s name) away it goes,,,now there are six.
Who would like the brown card, brown like a hive?
(Child’s name) away it goes,..now there are five.
Who would like the white card; white as a door?
(Child’s name) away it goes., .now there are four.
Who would like the orange card; as pretty as can be?
(Child’s name) away it goes.,.now there are three.
Who would like the purple card?

I ’ve saved it just for you

(Child’s name) away it goes,,,now there are two.
Who would like the yellow card; as yellow as a bun?
(Child’s name) away it goes,..now there is o n e .
Who would like the red card?

My, but w e ’ve had fun.

(Child's name) away it goes,..now there are n o n e ,
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10 continued

Colors

Part

II

Cards of bright colors can be lots of fun.
Bring me the green card; now I have o n e .
I need another; who'll give me the blue?
Both in my hand; now I have two.
Who has the orange card? Bring it to me.
Orange, blue and green; now I have three.
Let's have a bright one; I want one more.
Red is the right one;
Four isn't man y

that will make four.

why, sakes alive!

Hurry, bring a purple card;

then we'll have five.

Yellow* s the fellow we now want to mix
With the rest of our colors; three, four, five, six.
White is in fashion for the angels of heaven.
Here it's the style word by card number seven.
Our company of cards needs one last mate.
Brown is the color that will make our sum eight.
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Comprehension:

11

Aural

General Objective:

Aural Comprehension

Specific Objective:

Each student will be able to mark correctly six out
eight answers to the questions about "Mimi and Pepe
and the Secret Treasure".

Materials:

Filmstrip and Record F (Think, Listen, &. Say Series);

copies

of test for non-readers (Pages 61-62 in student's book);
top projector;

tape recorder;

flip-

language tape from PLD Kit, # 1;

pencil or color for each child.
Procedure :

1.

Play language song.

2,

Play Record F and show filmstrip.

Discuss the story and

ask questions to be sure that the children understood the
main ideas of the story,
3.

Hand out test sheets.

Read the questions and have the

students circle the correct picture (answer).

Check each

child's paper.
4,

If there is time, select children to tell the story or

parts of the story,
5.
Evaluation:
* This

See

Conclude with "It's Time To Go" song.
specific objective,

type lesson can be used with all the records and filmstrips in

thePrimary

and Secondary Think, Listen, and Say Series,
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Concepts:

Shapes

General Objective:

Learn shapes

Specific Objective;

Each child will be able to identify shapes:

circles,

triangles, rectangles, and squares.
Materials:

Language tape and tape player;
outlines for matching;

sheets of paper with shape

two copies of each shape for each

child.
Procedure:

1,

Play language song.

2.

Hand out two of each

find all the shapes that

shape to each child.

Have a child

are alike and have him place them

one under the other.
3.

Have two circles of different sizes and have children

tell which is big and which is little.
4.

Have the children match shapes to outlines.

Tell the

children what the various shapes are called if they do not
know.

Ask the children to identify the shapes.

one shape at

a time and have a child name them,

5.

should line

Children

their desk.

Hold up

up the four different shapes on

Have them close their eyes and name the shapes

by feeling them,
6.

Look around the room and see if the children can name

the things that are made from different shapes.

Example:
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12 continued

Shapes
rectangles (floor, ceiling, chalkboard, window); circles
(clock, globe, balls);
7.

Place models of the four shapes on the floor or table

or blackboard.
what is missing.

Remove one and see if the children can tell
Using the models, begin a pattern such as

A o o A o cA

Ask the children to tell what shape comes next.
8.

Hold the shapes up and see if each child can identify

them correctly,
9.
Evaluation:

Conclude with " It’s Time To Go" song.

Each child will be able to identify the four shapes.
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Concepts:

13

Animals (Insects)

General Objective:

Identification of animals (insects).

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to identify each animal
(insect).

Materials:

Language song and tape player; pictures of animals (insects),
cards A-56 through A-75 from PLD Kit ft 2, Lesson #7.

Procedure:

1.

Play language song.

2.Take each card and tell the

name and something about

each animal from the information on the back of the card.
3.

Place the cards on the chalk ledge and have a volunteer

to identify the pictures.

Pronounce each name again and

then have the class repeat the names.
4.

rail out the name of a child and an animal.

Have the

child find the animal card and tell something about it.
sure to give each child a turn.
5.
Evaluation:

Conclude with "It's Time To Go" song.

See specific objective.

Be
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Concepts;

14

Animals (Insects)

General Objective:

Follow-up activities on animals (insects).

Specific Objective:

Each child should be able to tell what is silly about
each statement read.

Materials:

Language tape and tape player;

statements and riddles about

animals (insects); animal cards (A-56 through A-75) PLD Kit,
ft 2, Lesson # 7.

Procedure:

1.

Play language song.

2.

Read each statement and have the children tell what is

silly about each.

Then have the children make up sensible

statements about each animal (insect).
A grasshopper in pants?

What is silly about:

An ant reading a book? A spider

driving a truck? A praying mantis in church?

A ladybug

putting on lipstick?

A cricket marching in a band? A dragon

fly pulling a wagon?

A caterpillar plowing a field?

fly making butter?
peanuts?
3.

A butter

A wasp rowing a boat? A beetle eating

A cockroach saying Cock-a-doodle do?

Use animal (insect) cards on chalk board.

going to play a game.

Say "We are

I am going to read some riddles.

of these pictures is the answer to each riddle.

One

If you can

pick out the picture that answers the riddle, you may hold
the picture until the game is over."
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Animals

(Insects)

Riddles
It has six legs, it is small and pretty.
black dots.
wings.

When it flies, it raises its back and lifts its

What is it?

It has six legs.
straight line.

(ladybug)

Its body is black and yellow.
It makes a buzzing sound.

It has six legs.
people.

It is orange and has

It makes a nest of mud.

It can hurt you when it stings.

It has six legs.
cause sickness.

What is it?

(bumble bee)

It likes to be near
What is it?

It does not help us; it bothers
We try to swat it.

It flies in a

What is it?

us.

(wasp)

It may

(house fly or

mosquito)

It has six legs.
and thin.

Its body is long and thin.

It eats flies and mosquitoes.

It has eight legs.
other insects.

It is very busy.

What is it?

Its wings are long

What is it?

It spins a net.

(dragonfly)

It traps

(spider)

It has six legs.

Its color is green.

as if in prayer.

What is it?

It holds its front legs up

(praying mantis)
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Concepts:

15

Tools

General Objective:
Specific Objective :

Identification of tools and their functions.
Each child will be able to identify and talk about
the function of each tool and who uses them.

Materials:

Language tape; tape player; pictures from PLD Kit tt 2, lesson
tt 88:

axe, doctor's bag, baseball, bazooka, Billy Club, blade,

book, bottle, brush, drum brushes, buffer, cart, case, cash
register, clipboard, clippers, compass, dishwasher, drill
and stand, file, flower arrangement, pitch fork, globe,
grease rack; and riddles.
Procedure:

1.

Play the language song,

2.

Introduce the tool cards.

Show each one to the children,

name it and then ask the children to talk about the use of
each object.
ledge.

As they finish, stand the card on the chalk

If they do not know the name, tell them the name,

its use and who uses it.
3.

Make a riddle out of the use of

the tool and

select a

child to pick the card that answers

the riddle.

Be sure

each child has a chance to select a card.
4.
Evaluation:

Conclude with " I t ’s Time To Go"

See specific objective.

song.
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Tools
Information About Tools

1.

Axe (forest ranger’s)--used to mark trees; for sawing, cutting,
or pruning; or to mark trails; also for chopping down trees or
bushes,

2.

Axe (farmer’s)— used for chopping wood,

3.

Bag (doctor’s)— carries his instruments:

thermometer, flashlight,

pills, needles, tongue depressers, cotton, rubber gloves, etc.
4.

Baseball (ball player’s)

5.

Bazooka

(soldier’s)— made to carry on the shoulder and fire

bullets that go through armor.
6.

Billy Club (policeman’s)— used for protection against bad men,
animals, etc.

7.

Blade (paint remover-palnter’s)--used to scrape old paint away
so that new paint can be put on,

8.

Book (librarian’s)

9.

Bottle (druggist’s)--used to hold pills;
prescribed;
are present.

should be used only as

should never be opened by children unless parents
Why?

10.

Brush (buffing— shoeshine b o y ’s)— used to make shoes shine.

11.

Brush (drum-musician’s)— musician scrapes them on surface of
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Tools

drum in a kind of circular motion which produces a swishing
sound (Tchhhh).
12.

Buffer (shoe repairman’s)— used to smooth rough spots on leather,

13.

Cart

(streetcleaner’s)— street cleaner pushes it by hand along

the curb as he shovels or sweeps dirt and refuse from gutters
and streets.
14.

Case

(meta1-milkman’s)— used to carry several cartons or bottles

of milk at once.
15.

Cash register (clerk’s)— adds prices of items

purchased and

totals the amount to be paid; sometimes tells

the amount of

change to be given; has many keys and numbers, and a roll of
paper on which prices are recorded as clerk presses the keys.
16.

Clipboard (truckdriver’s)--used to keep papers which tell him
where to deliver certain items; he must often

have people sign

that they have received the deliveries.
17.

Clippers (barber’s)--used to cut hair and trim neck edges,

18.

Compass (forest ranger’s)— used to determine directions, by
means of a magnetic needle.

19.

Dishwasher (dishwasher’s)--dishes are put in rack and set into
machines; machine moves them through hot soapy water, very hot
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Tools

rinse water, and sometimes through hot air which blows to dry
them,
20-

Drill and stand (dentist’s)--contains and holds dentist's tools;
has running water, a basin, a drill head and pedals to work the
drill;

the part that looks like a tiny screen behind which there

is light.

The dentist puts an x-ray picture on the screen and

the light shows through it so he can tell where the cavities are,
On top of this are spray

bottles which spray good-tasting mouth

wash to freshen your mouth when you are through. On the round
part of the stand, he keeps the tools he is using, such as picks
and mirrors.
21.

He also has cotton and silver fillings.

File (metal-plumber's)— used to file off the rough edges of pipe
just as you might file off the rough edge of your fingernails
with a fingernail file.

22.

Flower arrangement (florist's)

23.

Fork, pitch (farmer's)--used to lift the hay up on the wagon or
off the wagon into the barn loft,

24.

Globe (teacher's)

25.

Grease rack (gas station attendant's)--lifts the car up so a gas
station attendant can grease the car from underneath.
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Concepts:

16

Verb/Action Words

General Objective :

Identification of action words using pictures.

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to identify verb pictures
and use these action words correctly eight out of
ten times; sitting, peeking, drilling, building,
filing, signaling, surveying, peeling, excavating,
and harvesting.

Materials:

Language tape and tape player; pictures of each verb/action
word with sentences on sentence strips or a chart about each
verb.

Procedure:

1.

Play the language song.

2,

Introduce the action words by showing the pictures and

requesting a volunteer to discuss the action.
pictures on the chalk ledge.
an action picture.
ture,

Place the

Call out a child's name and

Let the child pick out the correct pic

Be sure each child has a turn, and/or call a child

and let him pick a picture and tell you what action the pic
ture represents.
3,

place sentences (omit action word ) on the board.

Read

the sentences and have a child place the correct action
word in the sentence.

You may have to make picture sentences
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Verb/Action words
for the first grades,

4,
Evaluation:

Conclude with " I t ’s Time To Go" song.
See the stated specific objective.

Sentences
1.

The men are surveying for the new road.

2.

The mother was peeling apples for a pie.

3.

The policeman was signaling the cars to stop,

4.

The farmer is harvesting the wheat,

5.

The secretary is filing the papers.

6.

The girl is filing her fingernails,

7.

The girl is sitting in her desk.

8.

The bird is peeking out of the birdhouse.

9.

The man is drilling a hole in the wall,

10.

The men are drilling a water well,

11.

The carpenters are building a house.

12.

The men were excavating for a new basement.
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Concepts:

Animals

General Objective:

Identification of animals.

Specific Objective :

Each child will be able to identify the animals and
to tell at least one fact about each one.

Materials:

Language tape and tape player; animal cards (A-24 to A-55)
PLD Kit,# 2, Lesson # 28.

Procedure:

1,

Play language song,

2.

Place the animal cards on the chalk ledge.

Pick up one

at a

time.

Then

give an interesting fact/facts from the back of the card

Have volunteers identify the animals, if possible,

about the animals.

Ater all animals have been discussed,

"I will say something about each animal.

say

I will select one

of you to guess which one I am talking about.

If you guess

correctly, you can take the card to your desk."
a.

I look like a small whale.

I am easily trained

to do tricks and people think I am always smiling.
am I?
b.

dolphin

I have a large neck, head and shoulders.

Indians

used my hide for clothing and my meat for food.
am I ?

What

What

buffalo

c. I am large.
on my nose.

I have either one or two curved horns

My horns are made of closely packed hair.
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Animals
Wha t am I ?
d,

rhinoceros

I am four legged and 1 have dry, scaly skin.

I

love to lie in the sun because I am cold blooded.
What am I?
e,

lizard

I am tan with black spots and I like to hunt

monkeys and snakes and eat them.
f,

What am I?

I have eight arms or tentacles and I like to stay

on the bottom of the sea or ocean.
g,

Leopard

What am I? octopus

I roamed the earth millions of years ago.

I look

ed like a big lizard and I sometimes grew to be three
stories high.
h,

What am I?

I live underground and have skin covering my eyes,

so I am almost blind.
am I?
i,

dinosaur

I can dig long tunnels.

mole

I like to wash my food before eating it.

dead when I am in danger.
j.

I have a soft body.

decayed matter.
k.

What

What am I?

I play

opossum

I live in the ground and eat

What am I?

earthworm

I am a member of the rodent family.

of man because I spread disease germs.
almost any place in the world.

I am an enemy
I can be found

What am I?

rat
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Animals
1.

1 use my tusks to dig food by the ocean bottom,

and

may weigh more than two thousand pounds.

am I?
m.

walrus

I have stiff quills on my back and sides and I use

them to protect myself.

What am 1?

n.

I look like a skinny,

I am grey in color.

legged dog.

porcupine

What am I? wolf

I have a black patch around each of my eyes and

a white ring around each black patch,
in trees.
p.

What am I?

I live in caves and

I catch fish for

What am I?

at night.

snail

What am I?

I

bat

I live where it is very

food.

What am I? polar bear

I have webbed feet and a broad, flat tail.

build dams and can cut down trees.
t.

I walk very

I can hear extremely well.

I have long white fur,

cold.
s.

raccoon

1 have only one foot.

am black and fly mostly
r.

1 live largely

I make a sticky substance to walk on,

slowly.
q,

long-

Sometimes I attack deer, sheep, and

horses and eat them for food.
o.

What

I am a member of the cat family.

What am I?

I
Beaver

I have a light
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Animals
brown body and a shaggy dark brown mane. I have a
loud roar.

I live mostly in the jungle.

What am I?

lion
u.

I live in the desert and I store fat in the hump

on my back.
V,

What am I?

camel

I grow to be 7 feet high,

I have a beard under

neath my throat and I have antlers with many points.
What am I?
w.

moose

I have four legs, a hard shell on my back, and I

pull my head inside my shell when I am in danger.
am I?
X.

turtle

I have flippers and a sleek coat of fur.

on seacoasts.
What am I?
y.

Evaluation:

I eat fish and have a pointed nose.

I have a forked tongue and I swallow my food whole.
What am I?

snake

1 am a member of the cat family.

black stripes.
3.

I live

seal

I have no legs.
z.

What

I live only in Asia.

Conclude with "Time To Go" song.

See specific objective.

I have a coat with
What am I?

tiger
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Concepts:

Fruits and Vegetables

General Objective:

Identification of fruits and vegetables.

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to identify the fruits
and vegetables.

Materials:

Language tape and tape player; Plastic or pictures of fruits
and vegetables from PLD Kit, Level P, Lesson tf 36.

Procedure:

1.

Play language tape.

2.

Place the fruit and vegetables or the pictures on the

chalk ledge.

Place labels on the chalk board over each.

Group items according to fruit or vegetable.

Discuss

each item and give facts about each.
3.

Choose a picture or item, select a child and give the

item or picture to the child.

As the child holds the item

or picture, say the following rhyme (stress the plural end
ings):
One potato, two potatoes, three potatoes, four,
Five potatoes, six potatoes, seven potatoes, more.
Have the children Join in saying the rhyme.

Repeat the

rhyme substituting the name of the fruit or vegetable
that is being shown at that time.
4.

Say:

"Let *s play a guessing game.

I will tell you
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Fruits and Vegetables
about each

of these fruits and vegetables.

know which

one I am talking about."

See if you

Riddles
I am think of something that grows in bunches.
are blue and are

a fruit.

I am thinking of

something that is long and orange.

It is

a vegetable.

What are they?

They

What is it?

(grapes)

(carrot)

I am thinking of something that is small and round
and yellow.

It is not sweet;

it is sour.

What is it?

(lemon)

I am thinking of something that is round and the same
color

as the carrot.

It is a fruit.

What is it?

(orange)

I am thinking of

something that is rough on the outside

and has leaves that stick up on top.
What is it?

It is a fruit.

(pineapple)

I am thinking of something that is small and brown.
It is a vegetable.

What is it?

(potato)
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Fruits and Vegetables

I am thinking of something that is yellow and red.
It is fuzzy on the outside and is a fruit.
it?

What is

(peach)

I am thinking of something that is white.

It is a

vegetable and it has roots on it which look like
hairs.

What is it?

(onion)

I am thinking of something round and red.
green leaves on the top.

It has

Most of the time we call

it a vegetable, but it is really a fruit.
it?

What is

(tomato)

I am thinking of two things that are round.

They are

both the same kind of a fruit, but they are different
colors.

One is red and one is green.

What are they?

(red apple and green apple)

I am thinking of two things that look just the same.
Their name is the same as their
they?

(Oranges)

color.

What are
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Fruits and Vegetables

I am thinking of three things that are all the same
kind of fruit.

They are long and yellow.

skins that we peel off before we eat them.
they?

They have
What are

(bananas)

I am thinking of three things that are the same color,
but they are not the same size.
Two are big and one is small.

5,

They are all yellow.
What are they?

(pears)

If possible, arrange the children in a semicircle in
front of the chalk board.

Have each child take a turn

going to the chalk ledge and choose a fruit or vege
table.

Let each child tell a fact about the one he

chooses.
6.
Evaluation:

Conclude with *'It*s Time To Go" song.

See the specific objective.
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LESSON No.
Speech Sounds

19

Initial /P/ Sound

General Objective: Production of initial /P/ in words.
Specific Objective: Each child will produce the initial /P/ sound in
words and circle the correct /P/ pictures on the
worksheets.
Materials:

Language tape;

cassette of /P/ sound from ESP Speech Therapy

Series with 2 worksheets for each child; cassette player;
mirror for each child;

large and small pictures of initial

/P/ sound, taped to the speech cart; and crayons:

red, yel

low, and blue for each child.
Procedure:

1.

Play language tape,

2,

Introduce the /P/ sound by asking the children to name

the pictures taped to the cart (pig, pipe, pie, pepper).
Ask, "What is the name of the letter at the front of the
word, pig?

Do you know what sound the /P/ letter makes?"

Let the children name each picture, tell the name of the
initial letter and its sound.
3,

Select six children to hand out materials.

Instruct as

to the use of the pictures, crayons and mirrors as they are
being handed out.
4,

Play the ESP tape /P/.

Each child is to listen to the
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No. 19 continued
Speech Sounds:

Initial /P/ sound

tape and respond correctly:

(a) look in mirror and sees

/P/ on the face as he says it correctly;

(b) marks correct

pictures on worksheet with correct color; and (c) moves
marker when instructed.

First graders get confused at

times on which pictures or rows so be sure to walk up
and down the aisles to see if they are on the correct line
and have the right color,
5.

Stop the tape where needed and explain,

6.

Grade each student’s worksheet using a red pencil.

Be

Sure that everyone has a chance to be successful and get a
good grade as well as produce a fair /P/ sound.
7.
Evaluation:

Conclude with " I t ’s Time To Go" song.

Each child will be able to do the stated objective.
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LESSON No. 20
Speech Sounds:

Initial /B/ Sounds

General Objective: Production of /B/ initially in words.
Specific Objective : Each child will produce correctly the /B/ sound ini
tially in words and circle seven out of nine pictures
of the initial /B/ sound
Materials:

Language tape; cassette player;
/B/ sound from
child;

in words correctly.
cassette and worksheets of

ESP Speech Therapy Series; mirror for each

large and small pictures of /B/ sound taped to the

speech cart; and crayons:

red, yellow, blue and orange for

each child.
Procedure:

1.

Play language song,

2.

Introduce the /B/ sound by reading a

poem.

Being Quiet
I have my head down.

I sit quietly.

My eyes and

mouth are closed.

My feet are still.

time to be quiet.

Play like this is your quiet time.

Our old Billy Goat says, baa, baa, baa
woolly,his beard is long.
says, baa, baa, baa.

This is the

His coat is

When we give him food he

Play you are a Billy Goat.

Let each child have a chance to play a billy goat and say
baa,
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Speech Sounds;

Initial /B/ Sounds

3.

Select six different children to hand out the materials,

4.

Play the /B/ tape and have each child to listen and re

spond correctly according to the directions, marking the
worksheets.
5.

Stop the tape where needed and explain.

Be sure each child has a chance to produce the /B/ sound

initially.

Grade the worksheets and let the children color

them during art time.
6.

Review the /P/ sound using pictures of the /P/ and /B/,

Place these pictures on the chalk ledge.
dren at a time.

Select two chil

Have one child stand with his back to the

chalk board while the other one names a picture.
with his back to the board

names the initial sound and then

turns around and picks out the correct picture.
7.
Evaluation:

Conclude with ’’I t ’s Time To Go ” song.

See specific.objective.

The one
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LESSON No. 21
Speech Sounds:

Initial /M/ Sounds

General Objective:

Production of initial /M/ sounds in words.

Specific Objective: Each child will produce the /M/ initially in words,
at least once.

Each child will be able to circle

seven out of nine /M/ pictures correctly on the
worksheet.
Materials:

Language tape; cassette player;

cassette and worksheets of

/M/ sound, ESP; mirror for each child; /M/ pictures taped
to the speech cart; and crayons:

Brown, orange and yellow

for each child.
Procedure:

1.

Play language tape,

2.

Introduce the /M/ sound by telling the following loaded

/M/ story;
Late one summer morning, Mary, Jim and Grandmother
went to the zoo.

It was time for the animals to have

their noon meal.

The white mice, the monkeys, and the

chipmunks had many kinds of nuts.
were on an island,
them.

Many of the monkeys

Jim and Mary threw some peanuts to

Jim liked to make them swim to get the nuts.

old monkey was sitting on a mound beating a drum.
he beat the drum the little monkeys would scream.

An
When
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Speech Sounds;
3.

Initial /M/ Sounds
After reading the story the first time,

instruct the

children to listen for the /M/ as you read it for the
second time.

They are to hit the desk with their pencil

each time they hear the /M/.
4.

Select children to hand out materials.

5.

Play the /M/ tape and let the children respond correct

ly according to the tape directions.
6.

Play a game if there is time, using the second worksheet

from ESP for the children to get ideas for /M/ words,
"My Mama wants me to get (use word with /M/ sound)
m i l k ." The next child says,

"My Mama wants me to get

and use (a different /M/ word)." Do this until each child
has had a turn,
7.
Evaluation:

Conclude with "It's Time To Go" song.

See specific objective.
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LESSON No. 22
Speech Sounds;

Review of /p/, /b/, /my sounds

General Objective:
Specific Objective:

Review of initial /p/, /b/, and /m/ sounds in words.
Each child will produce the /p/, /b/, and /m/ sounds
correctly in eight out of ten words.

Each child will

be able to distinguish between the sounds and circle
the correct picture eight out of ten times.
Materials:

Language tape; tape player; St, Louis Tape, Lesson # 3; 4page booklet for each child. Lesson tt 3, St. Louis Program;
large and small pictures of each sound; a pencil for each
child.

Procedure:

1.

Play language song.

2.

Turn the speech cart where the large pictures of the /p/,

/b/, and /m/ sounds are showing.
small pictures.

Make three stacks of the

Point to a large picture, select a child

and tell him to go find a small picture beginning with the
same sound as the large picture.

Give each child a chance

to match the sounds.
3.

Select a chiId/chiIdren to hand out materials.

4.

Give the instructions on how to mark in booklets while

demonstrating.

Start the tape and demonstrate again on how

they are to respond.
fully to the tape.

Encourage the children to listen care
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Speech Sounds;

Procedure:

Review of /p/, /b/, and /m/ sounds

5. Watch each child closely and be sure

they understand

and

are marking correctly,
6.

Go over the pages and let each child correct his mistakes.

7. Conclude with "It's Time To Go" song.
Evaluation:

Each child will perform according to thespecific objective.
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FOLLOW-UP-ACTIVITIES
Speech Sounds:

1.

Follow-up-actlvities for /p/, /b/, and /m/.

Read sentences omitting the initial consonant sounds, /p/, /b/, /m/.

Ask the child to fill in the correct sound, a /p/, /b/, or /m/.

Then

have him repeat the whole sentence emphasizing the initial sounds,

2,

Read rhymes, living off the initial /p/, /b/, or /m/ sound.

the children finish the rhyme with the correct sound.

Have
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LESSON NP# 23
In some dialects the /d/ is substituted for the voiced ^

/

in words like this, these, that, and those.
Speech Sounds:

TO

General Objective :

/ ^ / Voiced
Learn to produce the voiced 1^

/ in this is

and these a r e .
Specific Objective :

Each child will be able to produce the voiced
in this and these correctly at least once during
the session.

Each child will be able to use the

agreement of verb tense with singular and plural
nouns in this is and these are correctly at least
four out of six times.
Materials:

Language tape from PLD Kit,

Level

Lesson 1; a mirror for each child;
Procedure:

1.
2,

1; Talking With Mike tape.
and a tape player.

Play the language tape.
Use the "Talking With Mike" tape; play the tape, and

lèad the chiluren to respond when Mr, Mike requests certain
responses.
3.

When Mr. Mike explains how the jUi / ^ / is made, stop

the tape, and have each child look at himself in the mirror.
Be sure each child can make the ^

/ sound correctly

while looking at his mouth in the mirror.
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Speech Sounds:
Procedure:

4.

Voiced ^

/

When Mr. Mike is talking about pointing to the less

familiar parts of the human body, stop the tape and let
each child point as you name a part and state whether it
is this is or these a r e .

Example:

These are my elbows.

This is my elbow.
5.

After Mr. Mike has given the words to the song, ’T h i s

is the way we play the game,’’ let the children sing it with
Mr. Mike.
6.

Rewind the tape, and let them sing it again.

After Mr, Mike states h e ’ll bring a surprise next timev

ask the children if they can guess what the surprise might
be. Say ’’I guess w e ’ll have to wait and see.

Next time,

listen carefully as I am going to ask you to name Mr, M i k e ’s
surprise.’’
7.
Evaluation:

Conclude with "It’s Time To Go."

See specific objective.
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LESSON No. 24
Speech Sounds:

Final /S/ and /Z/.

General Objective :

Production of final /s/ and /z/ sounds.

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to produce the final /s/
and /z/ sounds two out of three times
of this session.

at the end

Each child will be able to use

Miss and Mrs. appropriately at least once, saying
Missus not Miz,
Materials:

Language tape and tape player; Talking With Mike tape. Lesson
2

Procedure :

.

1.

Play the language song.

2Introduce the lesson by reminding the children
Mike

that Mr,

has promised to bring a surprise for them and encourage

them to listen for and to identify the surprise.
tape.

Begin the

After Mr, Mike introduces his surprise, stop the tape

and ask the children to identify the surprise.
3.

Begin the tape, and have children to listen closely.

In

the game played, the sounds of /s/ and long /i/ are emphasized,
The two sounds of /s/ are introduced.

They are the / s/ in

Miss and the /z/ in eyes,
4.

After each instruction from Mr, Mike and the response

of the children, stop the tape, go down the aisles and let
each child have a chance to respond individually at least
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Speech Sounds:
Procedure:

Final /S/ and /%/.

once.
5.

Listen to the new verses

We Play The Game,"

of the

Then repeat

song "This IsThe

until thechildren appear

to know most of the words.
6.
Evaluation:

Conclude with "It's Time

See Specific Objective.

Way

To Go"

song.
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LESSON No. 25
Sounds:

Long i

(AY)

General Objective:

Long

sound (ay) in I'm fine.

Specific Objective;

Each child will be able to learn:

Long i (ay),

words to Talking With Mike theme song, whisper
clapping, and a polite greeting.
Materials:

Language tape;

tape player; Talking With Mike tape. Lesson

5.
Procedure:

1,

Play language tape,

2.

After the theme

song, stop tape and be sure each

is able to "whisper

clap" and sing the words,

3.

to the "Hello" song (Mr, Mike),

Teach the words

each child can sing
4.

Be sure

the "Hello" song.

Instruct the children to select partners and greet each

other correctly according to Mr. Mike/s directions.
they can change partners.

5. Role-playing provides practice of "I'm fine."
6. Conclude with "It's Time To Go" song.
See Specific Objective.

Then,

Let only one set of partners talk

at a time with the rest of class listening.

Evaluation;

child
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LESSON No. 26
Concepts:

Verbs,

and are ; th / ^ / in T h a t , T h o s e , and T h e s e .

General Objectives:

1.

Using the verbs, is and are, correctly.

2.

Introduction of Jth / ^ / sound in tha t , th o s e ,

and these.
Specific Objectives:

1.

Each child will be able to use the verbs,

i^

and a r e , correctly at the end of this lesson,
2,

Each child will be able to produce the

/^/

sound in that, those, and these during the lesson
by imitating Mr, Mike.
Materials:

Language tape;

tape player; Talking With Mike tape. Lesson

tt 3.

Procedure:

1.

Play language tape,

2.

Instruct the children to turn and find a partner.

Stress

that they are to play with the same partner until you request
differently.

Children should point to their partner when

saying "Those are your_________" or "This is your__________ ",
and point to themselves when saying "These are my_________ "
or "This is my
3.

Begin the Talking With Mike tape.

ever necessary.
the game."

Repeat the song,

Stop the tape when

"This is the way we play

Encourage the children to sing it.
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Concepts:
Procedure:

Verbs,
4.

and are ; Th /ÿ/ in T h a t , T h o s e , and These.
Stop the tape, introduce the finger play song, "These

are Mother's Knives and Forks."

Be sure the children know

how to form the images with their fingers.
5.

Begin the tape and follow Mrs. Mike's directions.

If

there is time, repeat the song and finger actions until each
child knows the song.
6.
Evaluation;

Conclude with " I t ’s Time To Go" song.

See Specific Objective.

THIS IS THE WAY WE PLAY THE GAME
This is the way we play the game, play the game, play the
game.

This is the way we play the game.

We talk like Mike

in school,
MOTHER'S KNIVES AND FORKS
These are Mother's knives and forks,
(Hands clasped— fingers outstretched, but interlocked.)
This is Mother's table.
(Hands clasped— fingers interlocked— down flat.)
This is sister's looking glass.
(Make a circle by touching thumbs and index fingers
together.)
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Concepts;

Verbs, ^s and are ; Th

in T h a t , Those , and T h ese.

This is baby's cradle.
(Make an open cup with hands as
water and rock the cup.)

for carrying
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LESSON No. 27
Concepts :

Classification— Problem-Solving

General Objective :

Identification and classification of pictures.

Specific Objective:

Each child will be able to identify the pictures and
then classify them correctly.

Materials:

Language tape; tape player;
Level 1; cards from the PLD

Procedure:

1.

Peabo, the puppet from PLD Kit,
Kit, Level tt P, Lesson

Play the language song.Select a child

tt 116,

to hold Peabo

and help him sing the language song.
2.

Display cards on the chalk ledge.

for a volunteer to identify the card.
cards have been identified.
3.

Select a card and ask
Do this until all

Let each child have a turn,

Group cards in the sequences suggested by question*

listed elsewhere.
question.

Select children to respond to each

Say "Let's play a listening game."

Ask the

questions and have the child to go to the chalk ledge and
point out the correct card/cards.
4.

Conclude with the language song,
QUESTIONS *

SHOW:

SAY:

1.

hat, b o y ’s (C-4)

Which of these things could you not wear?

fork

Which of these things could you not eat?

(H-24)

boots (r-1)
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Concepts :

27 continued

Classification— Problem-Solving

SHOW:

SAY:

bananas (F-39)
2.

bananas (F-39)
comb (H-35)

Which of these could you not eat?

sandwich (F-24)

Which of these things could you not drink?

Milk, white (F-18)
3.

turkey (A-21)
pear (F-46)

Which of these things is not an animal?

rabbit (A-32)

Which of these are not fruits?

sheep (A-20)
4.

ball (T-2)
overalls (T-10)

Which of these is not a toy?

scooter (T-22)

Which of these things are not clothes?

doll (T-8)
5.

horse (A-13)
lamb (A-15)

Which of these things do not live in water?

kittens (A-14)

Which of these things does not live on land?

fish (A-27)
6.

hat (C-4)
bird (A-1)

Which of these things is not clothes?
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roncepts:

Classification— Problem-Solving

SHOW;

SAY;

shirt (C-15)

Which of these things do not fly?

snowsuit (C-20)
1,

8.

9.

sofa (H-14)
stove (H-16)

Which of these things does not belong in the

bear (A-22)

house?

radio (H-9)

Which of these things are not animals?

broom (H-31)
mop (H-38)

Which of these things would not help your

fox (A-28)

mother clean the house?

dustpan (H-36)

Which of these things are not animals?

rooster (A-19)
deer (A-24)

Which of these things would you not find in

horse (A-13)

a kitchen?

stove (H-15)

Which of these things is not an animal?

10. fork (H-24)
bird (A-1)

Which of these things could you not eat?

bicycle

Which of these things are not alive?

(T-4)

spoon (H-30)

*

Questions from PLD Kit, Level tt P, Lesson tt 116.
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ESP Speech Therapy Series
Educational Sensory Programming
2304 E. Johnson Ave,
Jonesboro, Ark.
72401

Peabody Language Development Kits
American Guidance Service, Inc,
Circle Pines, Minn.

St. Louis Program, The
Imperial International Learning
Box 548
Kankakee, Illinois

Talking With Mike
Spoken Arts.Inc.
59 Locust Ave,
New Rochelle, New York

10801

Think, Listen, and Say
eye gate house, inc.
Jamaica, New York
11435

